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Summary:
Do we have freedom? Do we seek it? Power is within more than just one thought! It takes a pass
The power of the net may be in your hands! You just never knew it! Picture the fastest car in

If I say anime, what do you feel? Is there just one wrinkle in time? One person said, "We Read
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Do we have freedom? Do we seek it? Power is within more than just one thought! It takes a pass
The power of the net may be in your hands! You just never knew it! Picture the fastest car in

If I say anime, what do you feel? Is there just one wrinkle in time? One person said, "We Read

To have a moment in time to write and reveal the freedom of thought is a miracle. When you rea

The Revolution is whatever you want it to be! May it be a choice or may it be the perfect timi
The very thought of a Revolution goes back to one time. If we take the timeline, It will give

Do we need all this knowledge or do we just need money? We have become seekers of knowledge, t
Does Harvard University test to know? Why would a person write to reveal secrets? There is an
"Genius, that power which dazzles mortal eyes is oft, but perseverance in diguise." --- Henry

If your stuck in a rut and you think it is possible to get out. You must read and seek the ans
Are we what we think? You sit there and think, that it will be just one more day. It could be
Is there a deal or no deal? I love Howie Mandel and I think it is possible to win! Do we have

The internet has us typing for everything we want! Are we ready for what it will reveal? Howar
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